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A Message from the Rabbi
Dear Members,
Passover is on the horizon and it will be a
holiday to remember. For the first time since
my wife Rochel and I moved to our home
in 2012, we will not be hosting a community
Seder. Our Shul will be closed, and we will
each be having an intimate Seder with our
immediate family.
The Covid-19 pandemic has not only brought
death and illness to our fragile world, but also
unprecedented panic. Rochel and I were born
in the mid 80’s, so this reality is one that we’ve
never known or experienced. I never thought
that right here in our beloved country, Canada,
we’d be dealing with food shortages, toilet
paper obsessions and a country in disarray.
As these panicky thoughts rushed through my mind, I came
across an incredible teaching from my mentor, the Lubavitcher
Rebbe of blessed memory, which he shared on Passover of 1956.
As I read his words from over sixty years ago, I felt as if he was
talking to me in 2020, talking to all of us. Here’s what he said:
On Passover Jews eat Matzah, unleavened bread, to
commemorate the food eaten by Jewish slaves in Egypt. Why do
slaves eat Matzah? because it’s a “bread of affliction”, baked in
under eighteen minutes, without the dough having time to rise.
Slavery is so harsh, depriving the slave from the ability to see any
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good. If you can’t give yourself the time, even
eighteen minutes, to focus on the greatness of
G-d, on all the blessings that we do have in our
lives, on “the miracles of each and every day”,
then we are internally enslaved. Being free,
means controlling how we use our time and
choosing to focus, on occasion, on all that is
good, putting ourselves in a freer mindset and
state of being.
As we gather around the Seder feast this
Pesach, we will celebrate the exodus of ancient
Hebrews, but we must also dig deep into our
delicate souls. As we search inward, we will seek
and find internal liberation, which allows us to
step aside from the fearmongering, the 24/7
news cycle and the doomsday prophets and say thank you. Thank
you G-d for all that You do and for sending us so many angels in
the form of health care professionals, law enforcement officers
and essential services providers who are helping us fight on and
get through this challenging time.
Although it will be hard to spend Pesach alone, remember the
millions of Jewish homes that are celebrating together with you.
Rochel, Eli, Chana Leah, Esther, Messoda and Mendel join me in
wishing you a Happy, Healthy and Kosher Passover.
Rabbi Avram Banon

Message from the President
Dear Members and Friends of the Young Israel
of Chomedey.

have no answer for the fifth one.
More than ever, hope is needed! More than ever
prayer is needed! More than ever, we are our
brother’s keeper!

More than ever before, we are truly friends and
family.
David Ben-Gurion, the 1st PM of Israel
famously once said: In Israel, in order to be a
realist you must believe in miracles.
Three thousand five hundred years after the
Exodus from Egypt, millions of Jews around the
world still keep the commandment of telling the
story of the Exodus as if it happened to each
and everyone of us. Faithfully keeping a tradition and a national memory alive for almost four
millennia, is possibly one of the greatest miracles of the Jewish
people, of all peoples everywhere!
Now, more than ever before, we find ourselves in need of
another miracle from Hashem. A plague of Biblical proportions
– the Covid-19 virus - is spreading around the world, much like
the ten plagues in the Bible, which spread throughout Egypt.
But whereas the Biblical plagues spared the Jewish people, the
current plague is sparing no one. From one corner of the world
to the other, from one country to over 160 countries around the
world, and counting, with over 400,000 infected, and counting,
and with well over 20,000 dead, and counting, the virus spreads
exponentially every day. By the time you read this, the above
figures will surely be obsolete
This year, as we sit down at our Seder tables, devoid of family
and friends for most of us (if we follow the strict health
guidelines as we should), and no children and/or grandchildren
to ask the four questions, we will ask ourselves a fifth question
– why? And while we can easily answer the Four Questions with
“Avadim Hayinu – We Were Slaves in Egypt,” most of us will

ELECTIONS
When we are all up and about B’H after this
pandemic is over, one of the major items on the
agenda at our first Executive meeting as well as our
first Board meeting will be elections. As you rest
at home, please take this under consideration, and
consider running for a position on the Executive
and/or the Board to serve your fellow shul
members. Thank you.

As we sit down at the Seder table, let us be
mindful of our brothers and sisters, here in our
own community, in our beloved State of Israel,
now virtually isolated from the world at large (as
I write these words), and throughout the world.
Let us tell the story of Passover once again;
and as we open the door to Eliahu Ha’navi,
and recite from Pslams wherein we beseech
G d to pour His wrath upon our persecutors
and oppressors, let us pray as never before, for
Hashem’s intervention, so that this insidious disease disappears,
from the face of the earth.
Many of us no doubt - especially Israelis are familiar with the
song “Kol Ha’Olam Kulo Gesher Tsar Me’od.” It is a Hebrew
song adapted from the epigram attributed to the Hassidic Rabbi
Nachman of Breslov, “The whole entire world is a very
narrow bridge and the main thing is to have no fear at all.”
How true that is today – we are truly one! Let us not live in fear,
but in hope; again, let’s pray to Hashem, and let’s help ourselves
– first and foremost - by being prudent and respectful of what
the authorities tell us.
On behalf of the Executive and the Board of Directors of the
Young Israel of Chomedey, and on behalf of my wonderful
and supportive wife Zila and myself, I wish everyone a Kosher
Pesach, a meaningful Pesach, but at this time, probably more
than anything else a Healthy Pesach! Stay Well – Stay Safe!
Issie Baum
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Yasher Koach
A sincere Yasher Koach to:
Fred Rudy for providing us with those memorable historical
moments in the Memory Lane section of the Newsletter.
Our treasurer Carl Wooden, who sent in to the Government the
YIC financials for year ending June 30, 2019, probably the
earliest in the history of the YIC, barely a month after the
year end.
Dave Green and Stan Plant who did the announcements in the
absence of President Issie Baum.
Yossi Aberman who did double duty in the Rabbi’s 5 week
absence, and never missed having a minyan during that time.
Jerry Segal who did Gabbai duty during the last 2 weeks of
Moshe Levinger’s absence, and continues to do a remarkable
job.
Rabbi Avram and his wife Rebbetzin Rochel who outdid
themselves in sponsoring a beautiful Erev Shabbat dinner
and ceremony in honour of their daughter Messoda’s
turning three years old.
Dov Midlash, Fred Burak, Daniel Cohen, brothers Jimmy
and Joseph Bouzaglou, Jerry Segal, Lewis Fogel, Sam
Abramovitch and Paul Bruman, as well as Dave Green and
Fred Rudy, who all, in a few hours, set up our beautiful
sanctuary hall for the High Holidays.
Chico, René, Daniel Cohen, Fred and Lillian Rudy and
Mindy, and, from SHSH, Lewis Fogel, Paul Bruman, Sam
Abramovitch and Mike Andradi, who all volunteered to
transform our High Holidays Sanctuary once again back to
our daily and Shabbat Sanctuary.
Rabbi Banon and with help of 3 Buraks - Fred, Joshua and
Adam, plus Dave Apelbaum, Dov Midlash, Marvin Baker,
and Sam Abramovitch, who all assisted to set up our
beautiful Succah, and then took it down in no time after the
Succot holidays.
Fred Rudy, who installs the lights and decorations in the Sukkah
every year.
Mike, Issie, Sara, Zila, Dave Blobstein, Fred Rudy, Rabbi Banon,
and Moshe Levinger for their work in organizing the
Simchat Torah Hakafot Celebration and Dinner.
Norman Fogel, Max Stollar, Ed Braiter and all the proofreaders
for their work developing the New Year Holiday edition of
the YIC Bulletin.
Fred Rudy and Dave Green who started out early to design the
Mehitzas and we had them on time for the holidays.
The office staff, and Bobby Bergson who did a super job in seat
sales.
Fred and Lillian Rudy who labelled the Mahzorim with
everyone’s name and put out the Kol Nidre appeal cards,
prepared by Mindy and Fred.
Dave Apelbaum, who almost singlehandedly put the the Aliyas
and Honours lists together for Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur.
Runners Sam Duchoeny, Fred Burak and Stan Plant who helped
seek out the recalcitrant honourees.
Yossi Aberman who did quadruple duty (Shachris, Hallel, Torah
Leining, Maftir, and Musaf, all without skipping a beat) one
morning in Rabbi Banon’s absence.

Mike Andradi, Pres of Shaar Shalom, who did his best to help us
out, when the office was not staffed daily, and ordered our
Kiddishes for the entire week of Succoth, and for the Rudy’s
Kiddish on Shabbat Oct 19th, as well as doing almost all the
work with respect to our joint Simchat Torah Party which
was a blast.
Mike’s wife Sara, and Issie’s wife Zila, who came in and spent
half a day setting up the beautiful tables of our Simchat
Torah party.
Issie Baum who designed the Simchat Torah Posters and tickets,
Rabbi Banon, Rabbi Stieffel, and the clergy who helped make
our High Holidays an exhiliarating experience.
Marvin Baker, for assisting Yacki Brown, who was released from
hospital and is starting his recovery at home. Marvin is
regularly shopping for Yaki, who is on a walker.
Yehuda Rappaport for our breakfast event on Nov 10, where we
had Dr. Gordon Crelinsten, a noted cardiologist in Montreal
as a guest speaker. The event was an unqualified success.
Dov Midlash who volunteered to do an inventory of all our
talleisim.
The many people who organized and ran the Gala Hanukkah
Party: Mike & Sara Andradi, who organized the evening,
ordered the food, and set the tables with the help of Frida
Levinger; Sam Abramovitch who decorated the hall and
ran the raffle; the Bercovicis for the toys and games they
provided for all the kids, and to the Rabbi and his kids for
providing the entertainment, and to Mike Andradi, who
provided all the party pictures for the Newsletter.
Marvin Baker who rose to the occasion one Wednesday evening
for Ma’ariv services. George Finkelstein had Yahrzeit, and
we were only 6 present. Marvin got on his phone, made a
few calls, and even went to pick up Yakki, to complete a
Minyan so George could say Kaddish
Our Hazan Sheni Yossi who for the first time completed his
DAF YOMI,, started 7-1/2 years ago.
Marvin Baker for taking over Dave’s Apelbaum’s Gabbai duties
while Dave was away in California for the winter, and doing
a pretty good job in the process.
Frank Cwilich for his dedication and devotion to his late brother
Irving, in which he undertook to say Kaddish for eleven
months, and for his emotional heartfelt speech offering his
sincere gratitude to so many members from both our shuls
who attended both morning and evening minyan services,
thereby enabling him to recite each time the traditional
Kaddish. And also for sponsoring a joint Kiddish after a
joint Shabbat morning service, the first in our history.
Susan & Eugen Erdelyi who are always willing and able to
volunteer in any way that is needed for the shul. This time
they helped get out end-of-year mailings in record time.
Dave Green and Fred Rudy, whose initiative resulted in YIC
receiving many donations of Artscroll Sidurim.
Issie Baum, a Super Yashir Koach for his dedication and
excellence in carrying out the many tasks and responsibilities
as President of the YIC, including his outstanding job
compiling and distributing the weekly Young Israel
Newsletter.

Condolences

Liquor Donations

Our heartfelt condolences go out to:

Our sincere thanks to:

Louis Gontovnick on the passing of his beloved sister, Bessie
Gontovnick Rosman.
Nehemia and Nathan Black and the rest of the Black family on
the passing of their brother Harry Black.
The family of Rosalind Krupka Z’L, who, with husband Sam
Z’L, were long time members of our shul.
To Mindy and family on the loss of Allan Caplan Z’L,
beloved husband, father and Zaida. He will be loved and
remembered forever.
The family of Mr. Aaron Z’L, who was a fixture in our shul for
many years.
Jacob Brown (Yacki), who lost his brother in Israel.
The Weigensberg family, on the passing of Miriam Weigensberg
who, with her late husband Bennie, were long-time members
of our shul.
Charlene Burak and her family, on the passing peacefully, of her
cousin Linda Petruolo.
The family of Halina Steinberg - A HOLOCAUST SURVIVORwho passed away and who, along with her husband Michael
Z’L, were founding members of the YIC.
The family of the late Leah Lefcovitch Z’L, who passed away.
The Baranoff family, on the sudden passing of beloved member
of our community Sharon Baronoff, wife of former YIC
President, Jerry Baranoff Z’L.
The Finkelstein family on the passing in Toronto of George’s
uncle, Steve Fabian (Finkelstein), Yitzchak Ben Meshulem.
The family of Esther Rosen Z’L, who passed away in Toronto.
Esther ran the YIC office for many years.
The family of Danny Ruttenberg, who passed away suddenly
in his 83rd year. Danny and his beloved wife Florence were
long-time YIC members.
The family of Maurice De Lindner - A HOLOCAUST
SURVIVOR - a longtime member of our shul, who died in
his ninety-third year.

To the family of Billy Rubin Z’L, who passed away.
Billy served our shul for many years in a myriad of
positions.
The family of cooking icon Noreen Gilletz, a former
Chomedey resident and author of the iconic “Second
Helpings, who passed away at the age of 79.
The Dayan/Duchoeny family on the loss of Simon Dayan
Z’L.

Bar & Bat Mitzvahs
Mazel Tov to:
Susan & Eugen Erdelyi who celebrated the Bar Mitzvah of their
grandson Matthew.

Len Dworkin and his brother Rick
Debbie & Carmi Levy
Issie Baum
Rabbi Banon
Moe Rosenstein
The Duchoeny family
Danny Pascal
Ralph Levine
Rosalie & Reuben Schwartzman
Florence Simon, and the Simon family
Simmy Grabina
Moe and Krysha Rosenstein
Jackie and Danny Tansky,
Sydney & Hannah Medicoff
Jerry Segal
Frida & Moshe Levinger
Saul Stark
David & Thelma Smith
Riva Weigensberg
Beryl & Simmy Grabina
Danny Silverman
Zila Baum
Roza Chowet
Marvin Baker
Pesach Bosis

Miscellaneous
Mazal Tov to Glenda Lubiner, daughter of long-time members
Millie & Sam Lubiner Z’L, who recently received her Doctor
of Education Degree.
Mazal Tov to the Rudy’s granddaughter Jaycie Dworzak, coming
in the top 15% of her academic program and for outstanding
academic achievement at McGill University.
Thelma and David Smith informed that their son, Charles is
returning to Montreal, after retiring from 30 yrs of practice
at the Cleveland Metro Health Center in Ohio. He has
accepted an offer from McGill University to teach anesthesia
to medical students, residents and fellows, and will also work
at the Montreal General and the Montreal Neurological
Institute.
Miriam and Max Stollar returned from their annual trip to Israel
where they volunteered as civilian workers on an Israel army
base.
Yasher Koach to Adrian and Natalie Bercovici on a wonderful
article about the Generations Foundations organization
which appeared in the SENIOR TIMES.
And also to the Bercovicis and the company Mega Blocks, who
made over 100 schoolchildren very happy when they were
given toys donated by Mega Blocks, who are long-time
generous supporters of Generations Foundations.

Kiddish Sponsors

Siddur Donations

Our sincere thanks to:

The shul purchased new Siddurim, and all were donated by the
following members:

Len Dworkin and his brother Rick
Rose and George Finkelstein
Ralph Levine
The Rudy family
The Duchoeny family
Miriam Levy
Ralph Levine and Paul Kulik
Mindy Caplan
The Schwartzman/Simon family
Rabbi and Rebbetzin Banon and Hershy Shnayer
Frank and Ida Cwilich
Roza Chowet and family

Engagements and Weddings
Mazel Tov to:
Jackie and Danny Tansky on the marriage of their granddaughter
Chana Rayla Lang, to Yisroel Bald, of New York.
Rose and George Finkelstein and family on the marriage of their
son Joshua in Greece in August.

Refuah Shelema
We wished for a speedy recovery to:
Issie Baum
Marvin Baker
The Rabbi’s big little girl, Chana Leah
Jerry Segal
Jacob (Yacki) Brown
Fred Rudy,
Moishe (Morris) Greenberg
Bella Choran
Riva Weigensberg

Births
Mazel Tov to:
The Rudys, on a third GREAT GRANDCHILD born in Israel Batsheva Esther.
Rabbi Banon, and the Banon Family on the birth of a baby boy
to the Rabbi’s sister Esther and Motti Goldstein, in New
York.

Zila and Issie Baum
Mindy Caplan
David Green
Lillian and Fred Rudy (2)
Sephie and Jerry Segal
Phyllis Abramovitz
Miriam Levy
Charlene and Fred Burak
Miriam and Max Stollar
Susan and Eugen Erdelyi
The Blau family
Mike Andradi
Shaar Shalom (2)

THE EXECUTIVE
Issie Baum – President
David Green – 1st Vice-President
Fred Rudy – 2nd Vice-President
Stan Plant – Vice-President (Chevra Mishnayis)
Robert Bergson – Vice-President, Admin
Carl Wooden – Treasurer
Jerry Segal – Gabbai
George Finklestein – Past President

BOARD MEMBERS
Dave Apelbaum
Issie Baum
Robert Bergson
Gershon Byer
Susan Erdelyi
George Finkelstein
Norman Fogel
Louis Gontovnick
David Green
Ralph Levine
Dov Midlash
Danny Pascal
Bernie Peroff
Stanley Plant
Yehuda Rappaport
Moe Rosenstein
Fred Rudy
Jerry Segal
Carl Wooden

The Passover Calendar 5780
Tuesday, April 7th / Nissan 13
Formal Search for Chometz

after 8:02 pm

Wednesday, April 8th / Nissan 14
Fast of the Firstborn
Stop eating Chometz
Sell burn burn leftover Chometz
Light Yom Tov Candles (or after from an existing flame)

begins at 4:47 am
before 10:16 am
before 11:35 am
before 7:14 pm

Thursday, April 9th / Nissan 15 - 1st day of Passover
Light Yom Tov candles (from an existing flame)

after 8:20 pm

Friday, April 10st / Nissan 16 - 2nd day of Passover
						
Light Shabbos candles (from an existing flame)

before 7:16 pm

Saturday, April 11th / Nissan 17 - Shabbos Chol Hamoed
Shabbos ends

at 8:23 pm

Tuesday, April 14th / Nissan 20 - Second Yom Tov
Light candles (or after from an existing flame)

before 7:21 pm

Wednesday, April 15th / Nissan 21 - 7th day of Passover
Light Yom Tov candles (from an existing flame)

after 8:28 pm

Thursday, April 16th / Nissan 22 - 8th and final day of Passover
Pesach ends
Begin consuming Chometz

at 8:30 pm
at 9:30 pm

Please wait one hour before eating Chometz to
allow time for the Rabbi to buy it on your behalf.

The Passover Calendar 5780
Candle Lighting Blessings
1) BA-RUCH A-TAH ADO-NAI E-LOHENU ME-LECH HA-OLAM ASHER
KID-E-SHA-NU BE-MITZ-VO-TAV
VETZI-VA-NU LE-HAD-LIK NER
SHEL YOM TOV.
Blessed are You, Lord our G-d, King
of the universe, who has sanctifi ed
us with His commandments, and
commanded us to kindle the Yom Tov light.

2) BA-RUCH A-TAH ADO-NAI E-LOHENU ME-LECH HA-OLAM SHEHECHEYA-NU VE-KI-YE-MA-NU
VE-HIGI-A-NU LIZ-MAN HA-ZEH.
Blessed are You, Lord our G-d, King
of the universe, who has granted us
life, sustained us, and enabled us to
reach this occasion.

The Shavuot Calendar 5780
Thursday, May 28th / Sivan 5
Mincha and Maariv
Light candles (from an existing flame)

at 8:15 pm
after 8:14 pm

Friday, May 29th / Sivan 6 - 1st day of Shavuot
Shachris (including reading of the Ten Commandments)
Mincha and Maariv
Light Shabbos and Yom Tov candles (from a pre existing flame)

at 9:30 am
at 7:00 pm
before 8:15 pm

Saturday, May 30th / Sivan 7 - 2nd day of Shavuot
at 9:30 am
approx 10:30 am
at 8:30 pm
at 9:31 pm

Shachris
Yizkor
Mincha and Maariv
Yom Tov ends

Times listed above are subject to change.

Have you visited the web site recently?
• The Rabbi’s and President’s Message
• Pictures
• Visit all our Newsletters for the past 6 months
• Weekly Services schedule
• Obtain Shabbat candle-lighting times anywhere
you travel worldwide
Join the mailing list and more!
4880 boul. Notre-Dame
Chomedey, Laval, Quebec
H7W 1V4
(450) 681-2571

www.youngisraelofchomedey.com
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Delegation of Power of Attorney for Sale of Chometz
Pesach 5780 (2020)
I, the undersigned, fully empower and permit Rabbi Avram Banon, to act in my place and stead, and
on my behalf to sell all Chometz possessed by me, knowingly or unknowingly as deemed by the Torah
and Rabbinical Law (e.g. Chometz, possible Chometz, and all kinds of Chometz mixtures, including
Chometz that tends to harden and adhere to inside surfaces of pans, pots, or cooking utensils, and all
kinds of live animals and pets that have been eating Chometz and mixtures thereof).
Rabbi Avram Banon is also empowered to lease all places wherein the Chometz owned by me may be
found, particularly in the premises located at:
, and
, and elsewhere.
Rabbi Avram Banon has full right to appoint any agent or substitute in his stead and said substitute
shall have full right to sell and lease as provided herein.
Rabbi Avram Banon also has the full power and right to act as he deems fit and proper in accordance
with all the details of the Bill of Sale used in the transaction to sell all my Chometz, Chometz mixtures,
etc., as provided herein.
?is power is in conformity with all Torah and Rabbinical laws and also in accordance with the laws of
the province of Quebec and of Canada.
To this, I hereby affiix my signature on this
corresponding to the

day of

day of Nissan in the year 5780
2020.

Name:
Address/es:
Postal Code:
Signature:
Please bring or mail this form to:
Rabbi Avram Banon
4880 boul. Notre Dame,
Laval H7W 1V5
This form must be in the Rabbi’s hands by April 5th.

